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Key Terms, Policies, Statistics



Key Terms

(DREAM Act)

Undocumented Students 
are often brought to the U.S. by their parents 
as minors and entered the country without 
inspection or overstayed their visas. They face 
unique legal uncertainties and limitations within 
the U.S. educational system.

A DREAMerAn AB 540
student 

A DACA
student

Mixed-status Family
one in which some family members 
are U.S. citizens and/or legal 
residents while others remain 
undocumented. Students with 
undocumented parents have unique 
needs.
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Presentation Notes
Additionally, undocumented students are often referred to by different terms that derive from a variety of state and federal policies that have major impacts in their lives. For example, undocumented students are often referred to as Dreamers. The word comes from a PROPOSED FEDERAL policy called the DREAM Act. The DREAM Act stands for Development, Relief and Education for Alien Minors and it would have granted a path to citizenship for undocumented youth. It has been introduced several times in Congress, but has never been passed. A student can also identify as an AB 540 student. This term is used to describe students who have graduated from a California high school and are thus eligible for in-state tuition. More recently, the term DACA student is being used by those who benefit from President’s Obama executive order, which provided a work permit and protection from deportation for 2 years.



DACA (Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals)

 Executive immigration policy signed by President Obama in 2012
 Granted protection from deportation and work permit
 Renew every 2 years; no permanent status; and other restrictions (e.g. 

no international travel)
 September 2017 – President Trump announced he was ending DACA
 Several lawsuits were filed to prevent termination of the program 
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Presentation Notes
-Allowed many folks who were brought to the U.S. as children to come out of the shadows, obtain driver's licenses, get a job (or a better paying job), and go back to school-Not all recipients are students; many are working professionals



Currently…

 The constitutionality of DACA is being debated in the courts. The Supreme 
Court will take up the issue this November and is expected to rule next 
Spring. 

 At the monent, renewal applications will be accepted. This includes recipients 
who received protection initially but whose deferred action expired

 New applications are not accepted

 The termination of DACA DOES NOT mean students cannot go to college



 Passed in 2001

 Allows undocumented students to pay in-state tuition rates at CA public 

colleges and universities, if they meet two requirements:

 Graduate from high school in California

 Attend school in California for at least three years

Assembly Bill 540 (AB 540)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
California’s “non-resident tuition exemption,” often referred to as AB 540 is a state law that exempts certain students from paying non-resident tuition at California public colleges. Five (5) state laws make up the requirements to qualify for a non-resident tuition exemption. AB 540 (passed in 2001) – allowed non-resident students to pay in state-tuition if they met certain requirementsAB 130 and AB 131 (passed in 2011) – allows undocumented students who meet AB 540 requirements to apply for and receive state aid and private scholarships.



 Bills that allow undocumented students who meet AB 540 
requirements to receive state aid and private scholarships.

 AB 540 students file the California Dream Act application to receive 
aid to pay for tuition fees.

 Students with non-immigrant and temporary visas are generally not 
eligible (TPS may qualify).

California Dream Act (AB 130 & 131)
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Presentation Notes
AB 2000 (2014) & SB 68 (2018): Expanded high school requirement to include elementary school, junior high, community college, and adult school, and rehabilitation/correction school.



National and State Demographics
• There are approximately 12 million undocumented immigrants in the 

U.S.
• California accounts for 25% of the population.

• Approximately 80,000 live in the Sacramento Region

• Nationwide, there approximately 800,000 DACA recipients.
• 1 in 3 live in California.

• Approximately 108,000 potential DACA beneficiaries are from Asia.
• About 37,000 reside in California, making it the state with the highest 

Asian DACA population.

• There are approximately 250,000 undocumented children enrolled in 
California schools.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently, California is the state with the largest population of undocumented immigrants. At a national level, California represents 25% of all undocumented immigrants, making it the state with the largest population of undocumented immigrants. Approximately 80,000 live in the Sacramento Region.Furthermore, there are approximately 2 million immigrants in the United States who might meet the requirements of the deferred action initiative, either now or when they are older (Immigration Policy Center, 2012). From this figure, an estimated 108,000 are potential beneficiaries from Asia and about 37,000 of them reside in California, making it the state with the highest Asian DACA population (Lee, 2014). Nationwide, there are 740,000 DACA recipients.1 in 3 live in California.Given California’s policies and demographics, there is a large likelihood that population of undocumented students will continue to grow at Sacramento State. A report from Admissions and Records indicates that there are about 605 AB 540 students. Approximately 20 are graduate students. Because we cannot identify ALL undocumented students, we can only estimate based on the numbers obtained from these two reports.



Limitations Faced by
Undocumented Students



Educational Attainment for Undocumented 
Students

65,000 
graduate from 

high school 

5%-10% 
enroll in college 

1%-3% 
complete a 

college degree 

U.S. Department of Education, 2015



Paying for College

MANY STUDENTS
 Experience financial 

difficulties

UNDOCUMENTED STUDENTS
 Experience financial difficulties
 Cannot lawfully work without 

DACA
 Might pay out of state tuition 

rates
 Cannot apply to scholarships for 

U.S. citizens/resident
 Cannot receive federal financial 

aid
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Presentation Notes
Financial difficulties (paying for tuition and other expenses, housing insecurity, food insecurity, etc.) 



Employment Limitations 
 Unable to work once DACA work authorization permit expires
 Unable to work if student did not qualify for DACA (even after graduation)
 Ineligible for federal wages (e.g., no access to jobs/careers that require 

residency/citizenship)
 Expiration date on authorization card may deter prospective employers 
 Limited resume history 
 Remember, not everyone has DACA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is important to be aware that, undocumented students also experience employment limitations.   Cannot work w/o DACA: even with a college degree, students who do not qualify for DACA, cannot workIneligible for federal wages (e.g., no access to jobs/careers that require residency/citizenship)Expiration date on authorization card may deter prospective employers  Limited resume history many undocumented students worked prior to DACA, but in jobs that were under the table, paid minimum wage and were not in their field of study; therefore, they have limited professional work history.  Would be unable to work if DACA becomes eliminated: DACA is an executive order that could be eliminated at any time, this means that undocumented students would lose their work authorization and exemption from deportation 



Uncertainty, Anxiety, Constant Worries

Disclosing 
immigration 

status 

Deportation 
of self or 

loved ones 

Uncertainty 
of the 
future

Intensified During Change in Political Climate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While there isn’t a lot of research on undocumented students, what is out there shows that they have three constant worries. Disclosing their immigration status: they often feel apprehensive expanding their networks such as friends, peers, coworkers or neighbors due to the fear of when and to who they can disclose their immigration status because they worry about judgement and rejection   Fear of Deportation: Constantly worry about deportation of themselves and/or loved ones; even those with DACA worry about loved ones who are without this protection or what would happen to them if DACA is eliminated now that USCIS is aware of their whereabouts and unlawful status   Uncertainty of their future: due to constant policy changes, for undocumented students it is difficult to plan a career or continue college if it requires moving to another state that might have different state policies as California.  There is also that uncertainty of when and how they can legalize their immigration status.     



• Seeing/encountering police officer

• Getting a speeding ticket

• Instances of discrimination (including 

microinsults & microassaults)

• Stranger asks, “where are you from?”

• Having a health issue or family member 

having health issue

• Holidays

• Asked for ID at a bar/club

• Having to get a driver’s license

• Having to find work

• Applying for financial aid for college

• Making tuition payments

• Trump rhetoric

• News about “illegal aliens”

• Social media about immigrants (positive 

or negative)

Status-Related Stressors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dr. Basia Ellis, Assistant Professor in the Childhood Development Department, has introduced the Undocumented Stress Cycle. [Brief overview of UST] UST offers a framework for understanding the day-to-day experiences of those impacted by undocumented status. Status-related stressors: events or situations that spur status-related fears or concerns by reminding immigrants of their vulnerable and deportable situations. Stressors happen regularly yet unexpectedly, and when they do, they spur UST.



Creating Safe Spaces



DRC Programs & Services 
ACCESS

• Consortium for the Advancement 

of Dreamers (CAD)

• Feria de Educación: Dreamer 

Clinic

• Collaboration with Admissions & 

Outreach

• Outreach at community resource 

fairs, educational conferences, etc. 

CAMPUS CULTURE

• Fall Open House 

• Dreamer Ally Training

• Expert Policy Briefings 

• Annual Keeping the Dream 

Alive Conference

• Dream Gatherings

• Dream Connections

• DRC Fundraiser

RETENTION & 
GRADUATION

• Academic & Financial 

Guidance

• Dreamer Experience Seminar

• Immigration Clinic

• DRC Student Emergency 

Grant 

• Dream Leaders Internship

• DRC Scholarship / List
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ACCESSConsortium for the Advancement of Dreamers (CAD) is an organization of existing and emerging equity programs and various professionals dedicated to advance the academic and professional success of undocumented students in California. The association brings together administrators, faculty, staff, counselors, teachers, and other educators in K-12, community colleges and institutions of higher education, as well as non-profit organizations. The goal of the CAD is to provide a platform to share best practices; to seek resources and strategies to support program sustainability; to learn of institutional initiatives and responses to the needs of undocumented students; and to explore ideas and possibilities to help make the dream of obtaining a college degree a reality for undocumented students across California.  The DREAMer Clinic connects undocumented students and their families to community-based organizations that offer information on DACA (Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals), financial aid resources for college and other support services to make the dream of obtaining a college degree a reality for undocumented students.   Services include FREE: On-site information in Spanish and English Support on DACA application processOne-on-one preliminary consultations with attorneys Information on CA Dream Act, AB 540, and other financial resourcesInformation on graduate and professional schoolsInformation on opportunities to study abroadInformation on academic support programsInternship and scholarship resourcesHealth care resourcesCAMPUS CULTURE***These programs are especially pertinent to faculty who want to get involved***Creating a campus culture has been one of the DRC’s strengths, we have nearly trained about 200 staff and faculty including ASI boards members through our Dreamer Ally Training. Dreamer Ally Training The Dreamer Ally Training is designed for staff, faculty and others who work with undocumented students at Sacramento State. The training provides an overview of the federal and state policies that impact the lives of undocumented students, knowledge of the conditions experienced by these students, activities to reach greater understanding of the needs of this population and tools to become allies and advocates during their college journey and beyond.  In addition, there will be a panel composed of undocumented students who will provide the audience with the opportunity to hear their stories.Policy/Immigration Briefing Policy Briefing Sessions bring to campus policy experts to provide students, staff, and faculty with a policy overview on state and federal policies that have been passed or have not been passed, and how they impact undocumented students and their families.  Keeping the Dream Alive raises awareness of the undocumented student population at Sacramento State and in the Sacramento region including their unique conditions and potential needs. Secondly, it promotes practical means to go beyond serving to becoming advocates for undocumented students, convenes campus and community partners to form a consortium for the purpose of maximizing resources, and lastly, empowers undocumented students to keep the dream alive and reach their maximum potential!Dream Connections is a support group facilitated by Student Health and Services professionals to provide a safe and supportive environment for students. Dream Connections meets once a month. We provide a theme for each meeting with a complementary case scenario to avoid students to disclose their status. In this form students will feel safe to engage in productive dialogue about the added challenges faced by being undocumented. RETENTION AND GRADUATIONIn order to increase retention and graduation rates DRC is committed to providing key services that will guide undocumented students and their journey in higher education.  The Dreamer Resource Center (DRC) Student Emergency Grant is designed to help students remain in school when the completion of their college education is threatened by financial circumstances that are out of their control. The DRC Student Emergency Grant is administered by the Dreamer Resource Center in accordance with applicable University rules and policies. Funding for the program comes from the help of generous donors.  DRC Student Emergency Grants reimburse actual expenses. These awards are not a loan and do not need to be repaid, however, this grant may be considered taxable income. Individuals should contact their tax professional to make a determination on whether or not this grant is taxable. Students are awarded on need and first-come, first-served basis.Undocu-College Success Workshops address unique topics such as “Thriving as an Undocu-Grad Students” “Health for All” for students, staff, and faculty to increase knowledge on how to navigate college successfully as undocumented or mixed-status student.Academic & Financial Guidance is offered to all students. Staff at the DRC are trained to provide guidance in both of these areas. In addition, staff have also been trained by the CA Student Aid Commission to assist on filling CA Dream Act. However, this is supplemental guidance, if necessary students will be referred to Lassen Hall for general advising. With more funding, the Dreamer Resource Center (DRC) Scholarship would serve to help alleviate the financial uncertainty that comes along with being undocumented. The DRC adopted the image of the hummingbird because it is a symbolic representation of the unwavering energy that undocumented students exhibit in pursuit of their dreams, despite the many obstacles they face. Hummingbirds, which are known for overcoming challenges during their migration journeys, are the embodiment of endurance and perseverance.  



Elements of Support

Empathy; 
Knowledge of 

student 
experience; 
On-going 

awareness of 
basic laws

Make 
referrals, 
build a 

network of 
support

Help solve 
problems; 

inform others of 
undocu-issues, 

laws, etc.

Engage in active 
& direct 

advocacy at 
individual & 
institutional 
levels. Use 

leadership role 
for impact.
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Awareness: Word Choice (it’s simple and obvious) Gain awareness by opening yourself to the possibility that some of the students in your classes, programs, and departments may be undocumented. Some students will never disclose their status. Knowledge:  Seek further understanding of policies, laws, and practices and how they may   impact undocumented students. Attend training sessions on AB 540; go on-line and read about AB 540 and the DREAM Act.  You can acquire knowledge by attending our workshops, trainings, events and policy briefings.  The DRC website also has an array of information.    Skills: Put your knowledge to practice by getting involved in the DRC Taskforce and other activities sponsored by our center. Take your awareness and knowledge and communicate it to others. Advocate:  Become the Dreamer Ally  contact person for your department, disseminate information and teach others what you know.  As you participate in committees and other decision-making groups, ensure processes are not exclusive of undocumented students. By placing the DRC decal in a visible space undocumented students will likely begin to reach out to you and see you as an ally.    



Our goal: To empathize not in the sense of “feeling 
sorry” but in the sense of:

(a) Being sensitive to the issues faced by 
undocumented students, and

(b) providing appropriate support for agency & 
empowerment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you know, undocumented youth have grown increasingly visible over the last decade and their organized efforts have contributed not only to new immigration policies (such as DACA) but greater institutional supports and shifting public understandings of what citizenship and belonging involves in the United States. OUR GOAL: NOT TO EMPATHIZE IN THE SENSE OF FEELING SORRY, BUT EMPATHIZE IN THE SENSE OF BEING SENSITIVE TO THE ISSUES UNDOCUMENTED STUDENTS BY BEING INFORMED ABOUT THEM & BEST PRACTICES FOR SUPPORT



Working with undocumented students

Listen
• Acknowledge trust and courage needed to ‘come out’

Comfort
• Communicate support, validate impact of status-related stressors, but know 

your boundaries  & avoid false promises 



Working with undocumented students

Discuss options available to improve the situation

• Consider different strategies and allow student to choose

• If you don’t know, refer students to others who can help (e.g., Dreamer 

Resource Center) or do the research

• Engage students in this process; avoid taking over the situation

• Avoid discouragement & misinformation



Additional External Resources 
Define American

Inspirational stories, access to media 
sources, and more

National Immigration Law Center
FREE! Know Your Right Red Cards

My Undocumented Life
This blog provides up-to-date information & 

resources for undocumented immigrants

Immigrants Rising
Direct support, leadership and career 

development to undocumented young people & 
community outreach.

Immigrant Legal Resource Center
Immigration legal trainings, educational materials, 

including FREE Family Preparedness Emergency Plans

The Education Trust - West
Provide Info graphics, State & National 

facts, Toolkits and more

DREAMer’s Roadmap App
Find & track scholarship opportunities

Know Your Rights App
Supports five languages

CA Immigrant Guide
immigrantguide.ca.gov

United We Dream
FREE subscriptions and 
toolboxes for educators 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Briefly explain what  each org does





Questions?



Erik Ramirez
DRC Program Coordinator

erikramirez@csus.edu

Dreamer Resource Center at Sacramento State
River Front Center 1, Room 1022 

Office Hours: Monday-Friday from 8am-5pm 
Phone: (916) 278- 7241

Email: saseep-sa10@csus.edu 

Website: csus.edu/saseep/drc
Facebook: facebook.com/drcsacstate
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